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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or parents
of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Happy New Year!
We start another new year at
Archery Focus and it still is somewhat
amazing that I have sat in this chair
as long as I have. (Actually I have
worn out a couple of chairs in my
tenure as Editor.) Claudia and I have
been at this for over a decade now
and it just doesn’t get old. Maybe the
sheer terror of not having enough
material to get an issue out on time
is helping keep my blood pressure
from dropping too low.
Since we have gone entirely on
the Web, I have told you that we no
longer have the limitations on page
count that virtually required us to
break up longer articles. In this
issue we have two very (very!) long
articles (both by retired school
teachers, no surprise there) that we
just did not want to break up into
smaller parts: Tom Dorigatti’s sec-

ond part of his switching bow
hands odyssey and my catalog of
target panic treatments.
Keeping these things together
(as least in the smallest number of
parts) is important so that people
will not have to be looking all over
the place to find some help.
I will be including all four parts
of the TP series in a book (More on
Coaching Archery, currently at the
printer) and I am encouraging Tom
to collect all of his ProActive
Archery wisdom in a book also.
I have been asking quite a few
coaches to write books on coaching,
so that coaches in the future won’t
have to start from scratch. In some
small way, I hope that this advances
the quality of coaching in the sport
we love. Look for more announcements along these lines. And for

those of you who aren’t interested in
coaching, just shooting better, what
better way to get the real scoop than
to peek through what the coaches are
saying about the right way to train?
Since I have been going on and
on about books, I might as well tell
you I have another book currently
being reviewed that I hope to publish
soon. It is called Winning Archery
and it addresses all of the things you
might need to learn how to win consistently but have been left out of all
of the other books. There are no
secrets! Well, there certainly won’t be
any left after I publish this one.
Oh, and our new phone number is
312.612.9827!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring in business and has been shooting a recurve
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recently won his own invitational tournament and says “I like playing guitar, listening
to music, cleaning pennies, sharpening
crayons, memorizing the dictionary, and
reformatting my hard drive, but only after
oatmeal baths. Shiny objects and cookies-to be
honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old
works for me.” Asked why he loves archery, he
responds: “I don’t; it loves me.”

Lorretta Sinclair is the mother of Dakota,
Clarke, and Barrett Sinclair, a Level 3 Coach,
President of the Clarke Sinclair Memorial
Archery Scholarship (www.clarkesinclair. org).
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since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
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United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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by Tom Dorigatti
In Part 1 of “Switching Bow Hands” (Vol. 14, No. 6),
I thoroughly discussed the principles behind an
acronym, E-PETCARE. I came up with the acronym
to help you establish a working philosophy for this
undertaking of switching from one side of the bow to
the other. You have an opportunity to really start fresh
and with the right philosophy and mental attitude,
you are about to embark on something startling and
very satisfying; albeit frustrating from time to time.
As a reminder E-PETCARE stands for:
Establish a new frame of mind leading to a new . . .
Philosophy about your archery by . . .
Establishing new and realistic goals that are reinforced by . . .
Telling yourself there is no going back to the old ways
of doing things, and that you can do this by making a . . .
Commitment to yourself and to this hobby to . . .
Aggressively practice, by working on one thing at a
time, in a planned and organized fashion and . . .
Refining your technique, one step at a time while at
the same time . . .
Evaluating your performance versus your goals each
step of the way.
I also mentioned that two of the main keys to
success were personal confidence and repetitive consistency. One thing Dean Pridgen told me and had
reiterated often was: “If you step up to the stake with
any doubt, if you are at full draw and think the word
“miss,” if you sway in concentration, let the shot down
and start over. If you don’t have full confidence that
you can put that shot in the middle, then let it down
and start again.” Great advice from a great shooter.
You will find that once the change-over is underway,
that there are going to be frequent occasions when
you should let down and start over. This is a part of
the learning curve and is to be expected. However, at
this point, it is vitally important to be religious about
letting down when you should and to not shoot a bad
shot or series of bad shots; especially when you know
6

you should be letting down. This can and will lead to
some really bad habits that will be more difficult to
break as time goes on.
Remember this one important point: you do not
have to shoot on your dominant eye side to excel in
this sport, but you do have to shoot with confidence
and a strong, steady bow arm to get the most out of
the talent you have. I’ve been at both extremes and
one thing I know for certain, this sport is easy when
you do have the confidence, but if you don’t and you
are shooting poorly, then you work 10 times harder to
shoot a poor score than you ever will during the
shooting of a 550 NFAA Field Round. Relax and let
the Force be with you on the side of the bow you
choose, even if it isn’t supposedly correct for you.
So, now you have decided to take the plunge.
You will remember from my past articles that I talk
about eating the elephant one bite at a time. Being a
Type A personality, I’m also very particular and regimented in the way I approach or teach things. Measuring, writing things down, and having physical references for nearly everything is an integral part of
what and who I am. Sometimes this can hinder
progress. However, one thing for sure, it won’t allow
you to be caught losing where you had things set
before you made that last change or adjustment! If
you record and mark all of those previous settings, in
order, then putting something back to where it was
when the new change doesn’t work is a snap, and you
can return “home” in a few seconds. Without doing
this, like so many shooters that try several things all at
once, you quickly become totally lost and frustrated.
In this article we will address two important
items. These two foundational and key items are:
1. Visual Adjustments If you are switching away from
your dominant eye, these visual adjustments can be
very, very difficult. There are several things you can
do to help alleviate, and even potentially eliminate
visual problems. Some of these will work even for
Archery Focus

folks who are shooting with their dominant eye,
but having problems focusing on the intended
point of impact, seeing double, or their vision blurring or graying out. As we age, our vision deteriorates and we need help.
2. The Stance and Your Shooting Foundation Houses
are built from the ground up, and your new form
is just like building a new house. This discussion
will include some really alarming things I’ve discovered only recently. These were discovered after
over 10 months of basically doing things incorrectly and not even realizing it!
Visual Adjustments

You may recall that I am left eye dominant and also
very left-handed. The only things I do right-handed
are playing golf, batting baseball (switch hitter), and
using ratchet wrenches, crescent wrenches, scissors,
and screwdrivers. Yes, I can shoot a rifle left- or righthanded, but cannot use a left-handed bolt action rifle.
With a rifle scope I can shoot with both eyes open,
but give me open sites or a
peep-sited rifle, and one eye is
going to have to be closed
regardless of the side of the
stock I am on!
When I mention switching over to almost any archer,
one of the first things mentioned, besides the normal,
“Oh, I could never do a switch
over like that, it would be next
to impossible,” is the big concern about the master eye and
how shooting on the other
side of the bow is going to affect this dominance.
They have had it pounded into their brains that they
must shoot with their dominant hand. Many take it
for granted that if they are right-handed, then they
must also be right eye dominant. Of course, you are
probably already aware that being dominant righthanded does not mean that your dominant eye is your
right eye. Many people are cross dominant and never
realize it. So much for this “dominant eye thing”
being an absolute rule that has to be followed.
When I first made the switch to right-handed
shooting 25 odd years ago, that switch was done
knowing that I had to learn to keep my left eye shut.
The 25 years prior to that, I had always shut my right
eye to aim with open sighted rifles, pistols, and yes,
bows. Thus, I already knew that closing my left eye
would be necessary if I was to stand any chance of
doing well right-handed. So, that is how I did it. I
learned from day one to close my left eye just as I
acquired the target in my scope. It wasn’t a difficult

practice for target shooting. Fast forward to 2009
when I was forced to make the change back to lefthanded shooting. This time around, I was actually
going back to my master eye side of the bow. I figured
I would have it knocked and it would be like falling
off a log. How wrong I was on that account. Yes, I
close my right eye now, but after 25 years of having it
open, I find myself sometimes opening that eye during the target acquisition phase of my shot sequence.
I have come to quickly realize it and get the eye closed
quickly. However, it does want to squint open during
the aiming process and I’m dealing with trying to just
let it ride, since the sight doesn’t move off the bull’seye when the right eye comes open, my vision actually improves! The drawback here is that I see two targets, one below the one I’m aiming at, even if one isn’t
there. This is a major distraction! The other problem
is seeing floaters across the open eye if I have to aim
too long, the eye drying out, and even sometimes my
vision blurring to the point the target becomes almost
obscured. Of course the thing to do is to let down and
start over.
For those of you who are
worrying about seeing double
or having your dominant eye
taking over, there are several
alternative measures you can
take to alleviate or eliminate
this potential problem. Some
require an expenditure, others
are something simple to try
before going on to any
expense.
Here are things that
shooters have done to help
alleviate the double vision problem and/or the problem of their dominant eye taking over and fouling up
the aiming process. I’ll list them and discuss them
briefly, since each has its advantages and disadvantages. I don’t want to sway you one way or the other.
These are not listed in any order or priority.
1. Use of an eye-patch. I see more and more shooters
these days utilizing this alternative. Yes, I’ve tried
one, but I get some claustrophobia and I also get
some vertigo if the light to that eye is completely
blocked off. In a short time, I also get a headache.
Once again, many people are able to use the eyepatch quite effectively.
2. Closing the opposing eye. This has been my preferred method for 50 years. That is not to say it is
correct or incorrect. One must realize, however,
that like the eye-patch, blocking off the vision in
one eye really messes up your depth perception
and does increase eye strain on the remaining eye.

“You will find that once the
change-over is underway,
that there are going to be frequent occasions when you
should let down and start
over. This is a part of the
learning curve and is to be
expected.”
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You must learn how to deal with it, and when to
close that eye and keep it closed. The tendency of
most of us that close one eye is to allow the closed
eye to flutter or squint. You will be constantly
fighting with this because your dominant eye is
going to want its way. Initially it is a forced thing,
and when you aren’t thinking about it, sure
enough, that off eye, if it is your dominant eye will
take over and foul you up. Suddenly, you will find
yourself not seeing your peep site and wondering
why. That is because the peep isn’t in front of that
off eye you are used to using. It is in front of the
eye you are not used to using. Live and learn, remedy it, and have a laugh or two.
3. Use of a “flip blocker” on either your glasses or the
brim of your cap. I’ve tried these alternatives too.
Again, the flip-blocker close to my eye, for me,
doesn’t work. The shooting eye blind that clips to
a baseball style hat is pretty effective, and doesn’t
totally block the vision to your non-shooting eye.
Below are pictures of two types of the eye blind
clips offered by Gun Star Sighting Solutions (see
photos at right). The web-site URL and Gunstar’s
explanation of how this works are written below.
The unit is well made and if positioned correctly
works great. Of course, I quickly learned how to
work around the thing. They offer two versions,
one is non-reflective, and the other is translucent
and allows light to get to the off eye, thus relieving
the eye strain, vertigo, or claustrophobia. I’ve not
tried the translucent one. Gun Star Sighting
Solutions
source
pages:
www.dhawk.com/index.php?
pr=Shop_Gunstar_3.
4. The use of a piece of tape on the lens of the non
shooting eye. There are many people today that are
using this technique as well. It doesn’t block the
light out of your non-shooting eye, and it sure will
stop it from seeing clearly, or taking over you aiming process. However, for me, the vertigo problem
persisted.
5. It is important to mention here that wearing glasses presents all sorts of problems with regard to
either both eyes open or one eye open while aiming. Many shooters that shoot with glasses don’t
even realize some of the more serious implications.
a. First and foremost is ensuring your glasses are
in the same position on your nose from shot to
shot. If this means pushing them up between
shots, then do it. If it means wearing some sort
of restrainer to stop your glasses from sliding
down your nose . . . do it.
b.Learning a new head position to get away from
the edge of the glasses where the frame meets
the lens. Most people that shoot in glasses have
8

(Top Two Frames) “Shooting eye blind clips to baseball style hat
allowing for the shooter to keep both eyes open while preventing double vision. Features a non-reflective surface facing the eye. Folds up
under the bill of your cap when not in use. Note: A right hand shooter
may use a left hand shooter eye blind to help prevent distractions from
shooters in adjacent lanes. Recently this has become very popular.”
(Bottom Frame) This eye blind is for those who prefer to block out
a smaller area, features a translucent material allowing full natural
lighting to access the eye pupil. Features a non- reflective surface
toward the eye. Clips to the bill of a baseball style cap the same as the
standard model. For left- or right-handed shooter.(From their
Website)

them adjusted so that the side of the frame is as
close to the nose as they can get them. Still others simply get a set of shooting glasses that are
designed for this purpose. Most, however just
learn the new head position. A person can
spend hundreds of dollars on a set of shooting
Archery Focus

glasses and end up with little to no gain in score
or the tightness of their groups. For some, it
makes all the difference in the world.
c. Getting the position of the peep on the same
location of the lens, every time. My particular
prescription has a lot of prism in it. I have
something similar to lazy eye, so without the
prescription, I will quickly see two images that
are diverging from each other at a 45 degree
angle. Believe me when I tell you there is not an
easy way to shoot without my prescription
glasses! I was told that if the position of the
peep in my lens was off by as little as 1⁄8˝ that
my impact point on the target is going to shift
½” or more at 20 yards and get progressively
worse as the distance increases, or my head
position differs. Thus, I have to be very conscious of not only making sure my glasses are
tucked up, but I also have to really watch my
head position as well. I strive to keep that peep
hole in as close to the same position as possible.
d.Custom Shooting Glasses or Lenses. There are
opticians out there that can take your prescription and then take the ‘sweet spot’ on your lens
to your shooting eye, and build a big “sweet
spot” off in the corner of the lens for your
shooting eye. They will use an old set of frames
and you just have them make the lens for the
shooting eye side. I had a pair of them when I
was shooting right handed and they worked
great! I didn’t have to worry any where near as
much about peep site position with regard to
the corner of my lens in the shooting eye. The
disadvantage was that the tri-focal was taken
out of that lens, so I was reading and writing
with only one eye, because the other was
blurred up for close vision work. Since I made
the switch to left handed, obviously that set of
glasses cannot be used. I’ve chosen not to spend
the money for another set.
e. I’m starting to tinker with making my own
positioning reference in the left lens corner of a
spare pair of glasses. What I’m going to do is to
use a small piece of mark able cellophane tape,
stick it in the corner of my lens with a hole the
size of a paper punch in it about where the peep
site should be. Then, I’ll have my wife or a
friend mark on that tape with a marker when
I’m centered in the peep and comfortable. After
that, I’ll move the tape around so that the center of a slightly smaller punched hole coincides
with the mark on the lens of my glasses. I don’t
know how large that hole needs to be, but I like
to experiment.
Archery Focus

“The Double Vision Blocker eliminates the need to wear an eye patch,
close one eye, use a ball cap blinder, and even putting scotch tape
on your glasses to shoot anything with a scope.” (From their Website,
Permission granted by Tim Long of Top Bow Archery)
Continued on Next Page
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Double Vision Blocker
http://www.topbowarchery.com/

“The NFAA Board of Directors upheld the ruling of
the Rules Interpretation Committee at The annual meeting February 2010. The use of the Double
Vision Blocker is Legal in Bowhunter Freestyle
and Bowhunter Freestyle Limited as long as the
archer does not have more than (5) fixed reference
points visible in the sight window.”
Bob McCutcheon
NFAA RIC Chairman
I’ve seen several shooters using the Double Vision
Blocker and most have had much better success using
this one as compared to the alternatives. Since it is far
removed from your hat or your eye or face, it is much less
obtrusive. As advertised it also does a good job of blocking double vision. This is a far less expensive alternative
to purchasing special glasses, or resorting to the other
alternatives that interfere with your normal view of the
world, and messing up your depth perception.
In conclusion, you, the shooter, should try any or
all of the alternatives above if you are having difficulties with keeping the dominant eye or the “off shooting eye” from interfering with your aiming process.
The easiest way to deal with the problem is to relieve
or eliminate it from the very beginning. Those alternatives are out there, so don’t let worrying about your
“dominant eye taking over” stop you from making the
switch. After all, if you weren’t having shooting problems, vision problems, or health problems, you wouldn’t be considering the switch as the alternative to quitting archery all together, would you?
The Stance and Your Shooting Platform

In December of 2009 I took the plunge and made the
commitment to switch back to shooting left-handed.
My assumption was that since going from left to right
back in the 1980’s had only taken 1-2 weeks, then
going back to shooting left-handed should be like
falling off a log. I mean, good heavens, I’m left-eye
dominant and my right hand would now be the bowhand, so the shaking should stop and I’ll be back up
to shooting 300 indoor rounds in no time. Best of
both worlds, correct? ( Just shows you how wrong one
can be.)
There are pitfalls with regard to stance and foundational alignment that I’ve learned and will pass on
to you so that you don’t fall into the same trap that I
fell into. As time went on, I went from shooting pretty well to having difficulties keeping the bow up in
the bull’s-eye and also started having increased difficulty getting the release to break. I always felt like I
was straining especially at the end of the “pinch” in
10

my shoulder blades. There was tension in my bow arm
and tension also in my pulling forearm and upper
shoulder. I was told that my drawing elbow wasn’t
coming around. The natural thing to do in that case is
to make sure my feet were square or slightly open,
correct? Then, if the elbow isn’t in line, you increase
draw length, correct? Then, if still not in line, you
consciously pull the elbow around farther, correct?
Answers to all: not quite correct on any of them.
Let’s flip back to December, 2009 when I set my
stance foundation. I simply took my stance template
that I used to keep my stance correct when I was
right-handed. It is a simple matter of flipping said
template over, taping it to the floor and then planting
your feet and learning that stance as a lefty; or so I
thought and so I did religiously. The stance I took was
a mirror image of the stance I always used when I shot
really well right-handed, so was the draw length of
the bow. A stance is tuned to the draw length, and the
draw length is tuned to the stance. However things
are not so cut and dried in this regard when you make
the switch over. My elbow would not come in line
with the arrow even if I closed my stance severely. In
fact, the only way I got my elbow to come around was
by standing in front of the mirror in the basement
with my “Panic MasterTM” and increasing the draw
length on it until the elbow was in line . . . at 311⁄2˝
AMO Draw length, my elbow came in line. Now, I
am 5´7˝ tall, and my wing span and measuring arrow
and tape measure check of approximate AMO draw
length all indicate 263⁄4˝ to 27˝ AMO draw length. At
this point, a red flag went up, since I knew it was
impossible for me to hold or shoot a 311⁄2˝ AMO
draw length. I started looking elsewhere, but did
increase the draw length on my Excalibur to 273⁄4˝
AMO. The elbow was not any more in line, and the
shooting strain kept getting worse, the sight dropping
out the bottom with low arrows, and lots of right
arrows unexpectedly.
What is worse is that the “blind bale” test of
shooting at a target, but with my eyes closed indicated my stance was correct, in spite of the elbow being
out of line. I was shooting right down the middle.
However, there was a lot of vertical variance while
shooting blind bale. Have you figured this true story
out yet? No? I didn’t think so, as neither had I. Read
on, because you are about to learn a critical element
concerning the change over from left- to right-handed shooting and building that foundation and platform correctly from the get go and not having 11
months go by before you find the fault! (I will tell you
that the weight balance of the bow and accessories
and the timing of the cams are not the issues here.)
A friend was watching me shoot (no, I wasn’t
shooting, I was struggling) one afternoon. He menArchery Focus

tioned my elbow wasn’t in line just like we knew was
happening. I told him I was struggling to even hold
the bow back at this draw length and the story about
311⁄2˝ AMO being the point at which my elbow
would come around. He didn’t say anything and continued to watch. After about 15 arrows or so he said,
“Tom, I’m not a knowledgeable coach or anything,
but I think I might see what your problem is.” He
then went on to tell me that while my stance of my
feet was squared up, my hips and shoulders were not
squared up and were pointing 2-3 bales over to the
right of the target bale I was on. Yes, stance square,
but hips and shoulders twisted right severely.
What we have here is something that I had had
problems with 25 years ago while shooting left-handed, but had forgotten about. It also showed its ugly
teeth early on when I made the switch to right-handed, but again, I had forgotten about that too, since I
had corrected it muy pronto and never worried about
it again. I’ll bet you are now interested in the analysis
of this problem so that you can
avoid it when/if you make the
switch, aren’t you? Or maybe
your interest is piqued because
you are struggling with your
release and tight forearms, and
your drawing elbow isn’t coming
around? Remember also, that
I’ve said, and so have most other
knowledgeable archers, that 95%
of the shooters today are overbowed and over-drawn. That is
true, but isn’t the “rest of the story.” Read on, because
I think you are going to learn something here; I know
that I certainly have.
What happened was, at the beginning way back
last December, I started by simply flipping over the
stance template, set my feet the same as always, and
started at the same draw length I had shot for years.
What I didn’t do, however was to think through this
entire process and what my body had been used to for
25 years of “automation” or nearly such, that is. What
I didn’t realize was that this change over was not as
simple as a mirror image, or as easy as falling off a log
because I’d done it before for so long on the first go
around shooting left handed.
Here goes this analysis and why and how this
happened. As one of my favorite cartoon characters,
Foghorn Leghorn, used to say, “Pay attention, son,
you might learn something!”
1. My knees and hips had muscle memory from the
opposite side of my body. What was more work on
the right side is now more work on the left side,
and vice versa. My knees were used to the load
being just the opposite of what the load now being

placed on them. They responded by going the
other way to make it comfortable for them.
2. One’s shoulders will normally follow the hips, but
that isn’t the entire story. If you’ve ever shot a
Recurve bow, you will know that in order to draw
the bow, you have got to have that drawing shoulder behind the bow and use skeletal support. With
today’s high letoff compound bows, you don’t necessarily have to have your bow shoulder behind the
bow; in fact if you watch new shooters, most all of
them are indeed supporting the bow with their
arms. Some of them are even bending the bow
elbow severely, which makes it obvious that it is
arm support and not skeletal support that is bearing the load.
3. This forces the bow shoulder out to the right (lefthanded shooter) so the shoulders won’t necessarily follow the hips. So, you can get the hips aligned,
but unless you make sure you are behind the bow
with your drawing shoulder, you are putting a
twist in your upper torso, that is
counter to your knees and foot
positioning. I recalled that when
I was shooting my best both left
and right handed, I would have
maybe an inch of clearance on
my chest and sometimes slightly
brush my bow arm with the bow
string. This time around, there
was 3˝ to 4˝ of clearance between
my chest and the bow string, and
about the same clearance with
the bow arm! Huge red flag should have gone up
and didn’t.
4. When I shot my best right-handed, I had slightly
more weight on my back foot than on my front
foot. Thus, my body and legs were/are used to having that weight distribution on them. So, guess
what? You have it; I had more weight on the right
leg, all right. However, the right leg is now my
front leg, so I’m leaning forward slightly, and as I
tire, more weight goes that direction because it is
natural after 25 years for my body to respond this
way. It is also normal for it to respond to the draw
force by the right leg gathering slightly more to
accommodate the resistance. We almost always see
shooters leaning back when they are tired, or leaning back to draw the bow, especially if it is too
heavy or too long for them. That is the normal
state of affairs. If you turn around 180 degrees,
however, you now have the reverse problem that
becomes serious and doesn’t allow you to correctly
draw the bow. You cannot correctly position your
shoulders and hips. You cannot get your bow
shoulder behind the bow. Well, maybe it isn’t “can

“There are pitfalls with
regard to stance and
foundational alignment
that I’ve learned and will
pass on to you so that
you don’t fall into the
same trap that I fell into.”
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not,” but rather a “will not.” Remember when I
said that my sight was dropping out the bottom all
the time? Now I bet you can analyze the above
paragraph and see why I also said it had nothing to
do with the weight distribution and balance of the
bow, can’t you?
When I widened the distance between my feet on
the shooting line, I found out quickly that I had more
weight on the right (front) foot/leg and leaning forward (toward the target). It became immediately
apparent that I was actually tilting forward and twisting my hips and shoulders to the right because that is
what they were used to doing when I was shooting
from the other side of the bow. My alignment righthanded was feet and shoulders square, draw shoulder
behind the bow and the elbow in line, all at 271⁄4˝
AMO and not 28˝ AMO. Certainly not 311⁄2˝ AMO,
aha!
The remedy? Now that I recognize that my problem stems from an old habit, the remedy is for me to
create a new habit by literally forcing my hips to line
up with my feet, then drawing the bow, and at the
same time trying to put my bow shoulder behind the
bow and support the bow with my skeleton, which is
what is supposed to happen. The elbow automatically
comes around and into line at my correct draw length.
However, bad habits are tough to break, so if I don’t
think about keeping the hips and shoulders square
and the bow shoulder down and in to the left, then I
will “leak” with the right hip, the shoulders follow, and
so does the elbow. I’ll lean forward, so the bow will
drop out the bottom. I’m torquing the bow to the
right, so the arrow will drop low and right when the
struggled shot breaks.
So, how is this all to help you? This answer is simple, but involved.
• Make sure you use a stance template. Use it until
your new foot positioning is memorized. Then
from time to time use it to verify you are still using
the correct stance. Don’t move your feet between
shots.
• Make sure that your hips and shoulders, and “gig
line” are perpendicular to the shooting line or only
very slightly to the right (if left-handed), or to the
left (if right-handed).
• Make sure you are behind the bow with you bow
arm and bow shoulder. Don’t let the high let-off
and low holding weight suck you in to holding the
bow with your arm and allowing your bow shoulder to go out away from the mid-line of your body.
If it does, your elbow is not going to line up, even
if your hips and shoulders are square. You won’t
hold the bow steady, either.
• Find your balance point. Since you’ve changed
over, you must remember that your legs are very
12

used to the old balance point, so if you had more
weight on the right foot while shooting righthanded, you will now tend to do the same thing,
only now you are leaning forward and the bow is
going to drop out the bottom. With me, I now
know that if the sight drops out the bottom, I simply get the weight distribution right again (I don’t
move the bow.), the weight distribution correction
puts the sight right back up to the middle without
any arm movement.
• Make foot position, stance width, hips and shoulder rotation, bow arm and bow shoulder behind
the bow, and weight distribution a top priority
from the beginning of the transition from right to
left or left to right. Don’t take it for granted,
because your body is very much inclined to do
what it is used to doing. This might well be
included in your written checklist on the placard!
• Your draw length likely isn’t going to change one
iota, so, if you are having trouble getting the
release to trigger, check the above. I think you will
find the root of the cause right there. It only took
me 10 months to find it, in spite of me having shot
for nearly 50 years! I don’t wish this kind of problem on my worst enemy.
Conclusion

The above relates my direct personal experience as
someone who has done this changeover both ways;
from left to right and from right to left. I’ve experienced these hardships and stumbling blocks firsthand. All of my methods may not be 100% correct,
but they are working for me and, as always, they are a
Work in Progress.
Remember E-PETCARE and what it stands for.
Using it will take you a long ways. The change over
doesn’t have to be difficult, but it will be what you
make it. You have an opportunity to really start afresh
and with the right philosophy and mental attitude,
you are likely to succeed and be very satisfied (albeit
frustrated from time to time). Don’t ever give up; this
isn’t really rocket science, if you do it right and “Eat
the Elephant One Bite at a Time.”
The first two major obstacles, in my opinion and
now also in my experience, are not learning the new
release aid and how to draw the bow. It is more basic
than that.
First, you have to decide at the beginning how
you are going to deal with the change in your visual
perspective. Do it right the first time and you’ll end
up saving months of time and effort. I don’t have a
recommendation for any of the visual assistance products I mentioned. Yes, I have my preferences, but that
preference might not be the same as yours. You can’t
hit it if you can’t see it, or if you are trying to figure
Archery Focus

out which of the objects you see is the one you want
to hit.
Second, when/if you make this switch from left to
right or right to left, do not take it for granted that
you will know how to draw the bow and get it and
your body parts aligned correctly. I made that mistake
and now I’m paying a dear price for it! I thought I
knew what I was doing, but didn’t think the process
through. My body was telling me that bad things
were happening all along, but I was not paying heed
to my body. Now that you and I know this, I’ll bet we
will not make that particular mistake again.
By heavens, when one’s alignment is correct, does
that sight ever lock onto the bulls-eye for a few seconds, and does that release ever go off so crisply and
cleanly when the foundation and alignment of feet,
knees, hips, shoulders, bow arm/shoulder, and elbow
are all in synchronization with one another. When
that all happens, it doesn’t get any better than that.
I simply ask that you re-read the article, keeping
in mind the words from the previous article about the
change over: “Commitment,” “Aggressive,” “One
thing at a Time,” “Refining your Technique,” and
finally “Evaluating your Performance Versus Your
Goals” each step of the way and one step at a time.
It is important not to overload any one practice
session. It is important to know ahead of time that
there are going to be bad practice sessions, and that

there will be good practice sessions. I related a story
about how complacency can get to you quickly when
you prematurely think you’ve finally got the change in
hand.
Remember to be ProActive. But mostly, remember
to have fun with this change over, because it really is
so simple, “even a caveman can do it.” It is going to be
what you make of it.
Last, because you’ll be rockin’ ‘n’ rollin’ with this
changeover and having so much fun, a little musical
interlude never hurt anyone. You are going to have
“The Good, The Bad & The Ugly” as you practice, so
get used to it. If you don’t have the three of those,
then it can’t be archery you are shooting! Then for
some tear jerking brilliance, a little Vangelis and
“Chariots of Fire” might motivate you and make you
realize that in life nothing really comes as easy as we
would like:
Links

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd_7Bnxblo4&fe
ature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYJzcUvS_NU

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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The Hot
Melt Rule
by Lorretta Sinclair
I’m a little slow sometimes. I admit it. It’s
not often that a person has unidentifiable “stuff ”
stuck on their stove or counter top. Usually, as the
family cook, I pretty much know what I’ve done in
the kitchen and can account for sticky juice, stains,
boiled over potatoes on the stove . . . you know, normal things that get spilled on a stove or counter.
Well, we’re not normal. That’s a fact. So it
shouldn’t have been a huge surprise (though for
some reason I did not have that “ah-ha” moment for
quite a while) when after many
times of scrubbing the stove top
and wondering, “What is this
clumpy stuff that is stuck to the
stove?” one fall day I had a
moment of clarity (the boys will
say sanity and they’ll also say it
was very brief, whatever). It
occurred to me that this junk
stuck to my stove and counter
was—oh, freaking duh—hot
melt cement! You know the
stuff, it is used to cement arrow points into shafts.
Geez! How could I have taken so long to figure
that out? I had been cleaning this stuff off the stove
for a long time and
never quite figured out
what the heck it was but
now that I knew, I also
knew it had to stop. Stomping upstairs to my computer, I typed and printed a sign in big black letters.
Those boys and their dad would stop making my
work harder because I said so. The sign was a

reminder, a rule, an order from the cook and was
expected to be followed. The black and white sign
now hanging above the kitchen stove, in bold print
clearly states, “No Hot Melt – Go Outside!”
Bob and the boys have been taking points in out
and out and using hot melt over the open flame of
a stove burner for as long as I can remember. I complained and cleaned and complained some more.
And all I’d hear was “It’s so much easier than going
and getting the propane torch out and we can do it
right here in the kitchen.” Convenient, yes, for them. Fun to
clean, no, for me. I mean really,
who has to use a razor blade on
their stove and counter tops to
get round amber blobs off?
I was so tired of the mess all
over the burners and stove top
that I kicked them out – not
once, not twice, but regularly. I
finally printed the sign and
posted it on the wall. I thought
somebody would listen then. I even explained to
them that there were no less than four (count ’em,
four) propane torches in the garage and it really
was no big deal to step
out there and take care
of arrows where no one
cared if they dribbled,
drizzled, and globbed hot melt on the garage floor.
The sign remained up for a year . . . and I kept
finding clumpy globs on the stove top. It’s truly
amazing that it kept happening too, like it was some

“Geez! How could I have
taken so long to figure
that out? I had been
cleaning this stuff off the
stove for a long time and
never quite figured out
what the heck it was!”
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kind of miracle because
everyone swore,” It wasn’t me!” whenever I asked
the question, “Who used
hot melt on the stove?”
Followed with, “Get in
there and clean it off!” I
kept hoping the sign
would make an impression on someone, anyone.
Alas, it did not. It simply
drove them into denial,
denial that they were
using the stove.
The months wore on
and certain people think though were being
clever–but really, now that I finally know what the
problem is and I keep finding globs of hot melt on
my stove, it’s more than a little obvious. I’d yell out
to no one in particular, “Stop using the kitchen for
gluing in your points! Go out to the garage!” and
then I’d take the razor blade out and scrape the hard
clumps off the stove. Some days the offender, whoever that might be that day, would forget and leave
the stick of hot melt on the counter, or worse, the
actual points. So when cries of innocence echoed
back to me, I knew better. It’s not very clever when

you leave behind the evidence, evidence that
happens to be a different
size from the other perpetrators!
It became a battle of
who could use the stove
and not get caught. I
wouldn’t have minded if
they’d just stop leaving
the mess behind. But no,
they were always in a
hurry to take their old
points out or put their
new points in and get out
to practice. It never really occurred to anyone that
Mom would know they’d used the stove in spite of
the boldly posted sign that now had someone funny
man’s writing on it (“Why not?’).
Why not? I’ll tell you why not! Because it’s a
rule! Everyone knows it’s a rule. And we’re all supposed to follow rules, aren’t we? Especially Mom’s
Rules!

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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A Recommended
Treatment
Framework
for Target Panic
by Steve Ruis
Anecdotal evidence from none other than Len
Cardinale states that if a person afflicted with target
panic understands the symptoms and the causes of
his/her target panic, then the cure is easier to effect. I
can’t tell you that this is true or not. I suspect that it is
for certain types of people, but think it might not be
helpful for others. The reason I think this is that for
coaches, what you tell an athlete depends on what they
need to know to perform well. Some baseball hitters,
for example, love to talk about the science of hitting ad
nauseum while others just
want the hitting coach to
tell what they need to know
to get out of a slump (open
your stance a little, shorten
your stride a little, try that,
etc.).
There are, in my mind a
number of things that must be done with regard to
effecting a cure. I will lay them out for you. Of course,
these are just my opinions, so you will have to decide for
yourself whether this is a reasonable way to proceed.
First—Fix the Equipment Setup If an archer is
overbowed, using a release aid with a hair trigger, and
has added lots of extra weight to his/her bow any of
these alone could prevent a successful treatment.
I got started in archery after the age of forty
(shooting compound bow with pins and fingers—
BHFSL). The bow I started with had a 35 pound
draw, but since the other guys were all shooting 60
pounds, I cranked that bow up as fast as I could. This
resulted in my form being distorted (high bow shoulder) and my execution being largely based on “driveby” releases. It took years before I built up the necessary strength to handle a higher draw weight and the
sense to realize I didn’t need it, but by then I had really poor form. This, I believe is quite typical of many
archers. I was also completely unaware that there were
archery coaches one could consult.

If an archer you are treating for target panic has
any equipment issues, it is best to get them out of the
way first, if for no other reason that it will lend confidence to the afflicted archer that his/her equipment is
no longer a source of the problem.
It also makes no sense to retrain/reprogram an
archer’s shot on a bow they will not be shooting later. A
bow with a different draw length or different draw
weight is, in effect, a different bow. We are so used to the
“adjustability” of modern bows, that we forget that if you
wanted to move up five
pounds in draw weight in the
era of longbows and onepiece recurves, you had to
acquire a different bow. We
think that when we adjust
our modern bows we have
“the same bow tweaked,” but
in fact, a different enough setup constitutes a different
bow. Why try to retrain an archer to use a bow that is
going to be changed significantly later? It makes no
sense, so make equipment changes first.
I have an opinion, based on what I am not sure,
but if someone is retraining to do a task, having different equipment makes it feel more like training to do
a new task than relearning an old task and I think that
is all to the good. Training to do something only very
slightly different from what you have been doing is, I
think, a tougher task, so making the bow feel quite different (if this is necessary) should help with the
retraining.
Second—Fix the Archer’s Form If an archer is leaning back, has a draw elbow too low, or is punching
his/her release aid any of these could inhibit progress
or even prevent a successful treatment.
If an archer’s draw length isn’t right, the odds are
that they can’t hold steady at full draw. If an archer’s
draw weight isn’t right, the odds are also that they can’t
hold steady at full draw. These are equipment issues,

“If an archer you are treating for
target panic has any equipment
issues, it is best to get them out
of the way first.”
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but the key thing is the “holding steady.” If the equipment issues have been fixed and the archer’s form still
corresponds to the old setup, holding well is not going
to happen. Having a sight aperture or arrow point
wavering all over a target face is not conducive to the
calm state we want to create during a shot.
If you have ever attended a shooting school or
viewed video from one (a good example is “NFFA
Shooters School, Vol. 3” from Robinhood Videos) you
will see archer after archer get their equipment adjusted to fit them better and then their form adjusted for
them to be able to execute better. Then it is the
archer’s job to drill their new form until it becomes
“normal.” This is the same whether the participant just
wants to shoot better or has target panic.
One of the key elements of such schools is,
through video or just watching other archers getting
“adjusted,” the participants get a better intellectual
understanding of what good form is. If that, indeed, is
a help to archers (and not just coaches) that should
also help in effecting a target panic cure. If you are
working one-on-one with a student, videoing the student and discussing his/her form changes while viewing the video together and before trying them, helps
your archer identify the source of their new steadiness
at full draw. Knowing that one is steadier at full draw
helps an archer believe that the treatment will work
and study after study in the realms of medicine and

psychiatry concludes that if a patient believes a cure
will work, the outcome is significantly more likely to
be positive. It should be the case here, too.
Third—Fix the Archer’s Shot Sequence So many
archers do not have a shot sequence so you should have
a procedure to help them to identify theirs. If they have
a sequence, they may have steps out of order, missing
steps, etc. which will need to be addressed.
The key aspect of using a shot sequence is the
conscious control of what we want to be a subconscious process. You may already know that we are
capable of doing a great many things at the same time
if they are subconscious, but only one thing at a time
if thinking consciously. A great deal of work has to go
into drilling a process until it become subconsciously
controlled. The examples I use most often are learning
to tie your own shoes (or a necktie) and learning to
drive a car. When these tasks are first attempted, they
are like trying to herd cats. But after a few thousand
repetitions, they are primarily on autopilot. I don’t say
“automatic” because that means you don’t have to pay
attention. Even though you are an expert “shoe tier” at
this point, you probably still make a mistake from time
to time and have to retie a shoe. Think about it, what
did you do when you retied the shoe you flubbed
tying? Did you do a conscious “Step 1 Cross the Laces,
. . .” process or did you just somehow “focus” a bit more
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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on the task? Uh hunh, it was the latter. And this is
what a shot sequence does for us. It moves our focus
from one point to another through the process of executing a good shot. The shot occurs subconsciously,
but the conscious mind is making sure the correct subconscious routine is running. It would be a disaster if
“drive the car” all of a sudden showed up in the middle of a shot, now wouldn’t it. Well, this is basically
what can happen to an archer without a shot sequence.
The shot sequence, when identified and programmed consciously, herds the subconscious mind
through the various subconscious subroutines involved
in making a shot. It also gives the conscious mind
something to do so that it doesn’t intrude on the
process. When you are learning to drive you are operating consciously: you are nervous, sweating, you don’t
know what to do or when to
do it, you don’t know what
the lights mean in your
dashboard display. When
you have learned to drive
subconsciously you are
relaxed, calm and you know
what to do and when. Only
if there is something way
out of the ordinary (flashing
red lights in your rear view
mirror, for example) does your conscious mind
intrude.
Fourth—Create the Archer’s New Shot without a
Target If there is no target, there is no target panic, so
it seems axiomatic that an archer’s reprogrammed new
shot has to be learned while shooting with no target
face visible. Since there is no target, there is no advantage to shooting at distance so the primary training
tool is the blank bale (aka empty bale) set up at minimum distance (three yards/meters).
There are various guesstimates of how long this
typically takes, from 21 days to three months. (The
assumption is that training occurs on each day of these
time spans, so if you aren’t training everyday, adjust
these recommendations accordingly.) I am convinced
that it is impossible to tell ahead of time how many
days it will take. It will take however long it takes. The
archer generally wants to go fast, the coach wants to go
slow.
Since you can’t predict for certain when this phase
is complete, there at least have to be some indicators
that suggest it is. Shooting an entire session blank or
blind (eyes closed) bale while coach is watching, looking for the target panic symptoms his/her archer was
exhibiting and finding none has to be one. Shooting a
whole session of blank bale while executing properly is
another. The worse case scenario is to have an archer
and coach rush to “shooting normally” only to have the

symptoms come back. This is basically a waste of all of
the time spent in Step 4 and a major setback. In itself,
this establishes a need for some kind of test or bridge
program between grinding blank bale practice and
shooting normally.
Fifth—A Bridge Program is Necessary Since the
target is the primary focus for target panic, it needs to
be reintroduced in such a way as to dilute it’s influence
at the beginning and slowly reaccustom the archer to
working with a target.
Most of the examples I could provide I cannot
detail but you can find exact descriptions in Bernie
Pellerite’s and Len Cardinale’s videos. One I can share
with you is one I got anecdotally and is typical of these
programs. All of the ones I have heard of start with an
overly large target at a very close distance. Then the
distance is slowly increased
and the target is slowly
shrunk until the target is
normal in size at a normal
distance.
The key to these programs is there is a penalty
for not being immersed in
your shot. If you lose focus
or are distracted or show
any sign of your target panic
symptoms, you incur a penalty and the penalty is that
you have to move back from your goal of “shooting
normally.” One coach goes so far as to end the current
session upon such a mistake and then restarting at a
previous step at the next coaching session. Only the
most serious archers are capable of such discipline. It
is the coach’s job to figure out the commitment level of
the archer and shape the program to his/her archer’s
needs.
All of these programs slowly introduce the influence of the target while experiencing high volumes of
shooting success. There are a great many variations but
each incorporates these two points.
A Sample Bridge Program This program might be
used for a student whose symptoms were very mild
and has worked diligently to reprogram his/her shot.
A five spot target is posted five yards from the shooting line. The student is asked to draw and hold (and
breathe, etc., etc.) on each of the four outer target
spots followed by a let down. The fifth draw and hold
(on the center spot) may be shot. The arrow is pulled
and the process is repeated but with a different spot
being used at the end. After three more cycles through
this exercise, you should have five arrow holes, one in
each spot. Do not worry about X’s as we don’t want to
encourage “overaiming” at this point.
You should repeat this process as long as you deem
it necessary for the archer to become comfortable.

“The shot sequence, when
identified and programmed
consciously, herds the subconscious mind through the various
subconscious subroutines
involved in making a shot.”
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Actually, getting bored with the exercise (while still
performing perfectly) is a good sign to more on.
The exercise continues by drawing and holding on
three spots and shooting two with repetitions. If the
performance continues at a high level it transitions to
drawing and holding on two spots followed by letdowns and shooting three; drawing and holding on
one spot, letting down and shooting the next four; to
shooting all five. Many repetitions are necessary, there
should be no “one and dones.”
When this process is complete, the target is
moved back 2-3 yards, the archer’s sight reset, and the
process is repeated.
Finally, many days later, the archer is back at 20
yards which is standard for this target.
An archer must be capable of such accurate shooting, of course, or the target goal has to be adjusted.
The penalty for missing or losing focus on any
shot is moving back to the previous pattern or the previous distance. Some go so far as to move the archer
back to the original five yards and starting over. Only
a coach who knows his/her archer well can know
which penalty is appropriate. Only an archer with a
great deal of will power can do this alone.
Sixth—Shooting Normally but with a Recovery
Plan The final stage is always the archer shooting
“normally.” Of course, the new “normal” is quite different from the archer’s old shot. It is vitally important

that the archer know what to do should his/her symptoms pop up again. If in competition, do they continue? (I say no.) What should they do first when they
notice recurring symptoms? (Analyze the cause? Use a
mental recovery program? Find a blank bale?) All of
this needs to be discovered during the treatment period.
A very confident archer might be able to use just
a mental recovery plan. A fretful archer may need to go
back into treatment. An archer who craves attention
should not use recurring symptoms to get extra attention from his coach. This is complicated for a coach to
figure out and I expect that only experience will be a
good guide.
What is important is that the archer know what to
do and have some confidence that it will work.
Conclusion

I remind you that this is just my idea of what a treatment framework needs to include. It does include
many recommendations from experts and research
from other fields in it. It is provided so that you don’t
have to figure out how to begin and design all of your
own treatments yourself. It is hoped that as you learn
you will share your learning with the rest of the coaching community so that no one need start from scratch
in trying to overcome target panic, an inherently treatable problem.

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Target Panic:
A Catalog of
Treatments
by Steve Ruis
I have tried to collect from as many sources as
I have available all treatments for target panic. It
would be helpful to come up with a system to categorize these, but I have not been able to do so to date so
I offer just a list. Since the compound bow was invented ca. 1970, anything dated earlier was not directed at
compound archers. Similarly, until about 1950, all of
the NAA National Champions shot longbows, so
dates prior to 1950 were probably referring to a “longbow only” target archery audience. In other words:
Prior to 1950 Longbows Only
Prior to 1970 Recurves Mostly
For each such procedure I provide:
• a reference to the original work
• any caveats regarding the use of the information
• a description of the treatment
• comments that might help in evaluating the treatment
I have surveyed over 200 archery books and quite a
number of magazine articles and audio and video programs toi dentify target panic treatments. For sources
which are out of print, I supply the full treatment. For
those sources still in print/distribution, I give only an
outline/sketch of the treatment and then refer you to
the original source for full details. I see no other way
to protect the author’s intellectual rights. Since most of
the video and audi programss are still on the market, I
list them separately and provide a short review of what
they offer.
Target Panic Treatments—Written Sources

While there doesn’t seem to be any kind of “miracle
cure” or “quick fix” for the malady of target panic, the
treatments described below may constitute some part
of a successful treatment because it is likely that each
of the methods described was, at least in part, successful or helpful.
TPT #1

Source
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“Archery” by C.J. Longman and H.
Walrond Originally published in 1894

but republished in 1967 by Frederick
Ungar Publishing Co. (Specifically
Chapter 20: Practical Instructions in
Shooting)
Caveats
Assumes archer shoots a longbow.
Description Target panic (“target shyness”) is
described as “There are two phases of the
disease . . . in one case the archer cannot
hold at all—when the arrow is drawn, it is
bound to go, in the other he cannot loose
it when he wants to.”
“The reason why is the first thing to find
out.”
Snap Shooting Treatments
Treatment #1 is having another archer
draw simultaneously buy you are not
allowed to loose until you hear the other
archer’s string twang. Practicing a little
while will help a great deal.
Treatment #2 Draw and hold and let
down(“gently”) several times until the act
becomes easy and then endeavor to shoot
one arrow after holding. Intersperse this
method with regular shooting until you
feel you can do as you like. Be sure to fix
your mind on the process and not the
result.
Treatment #3 Adopt a point of aim to one
side of where the true point of aim is and
slowly bring the point to the proper point
of aim. Doing this occasionally will steady
the other shots.
Freezing Treatments
Treatment #4 If failure to release is caused
by an inturned wrist (bottom in, top out)
at anchor, fix this form flaw by drawing
slightly lower with the wrist turned out so
that it is straight.
Treatment #5 Have an assistant count
when full draw and anchor are reached to
some predetermined number (“steadily”)
Archery Focus

in severe cases, the only result will be a
broken mirror or window. Brian J. Luke
recounts the attempt at a cure in which he
posted a target face on a concrete wall in
his basement and drew on this target
using very expensive, highly decorated
wooden arrows . . . and proceeded to
destroy most of a dozen of those arrows
by firing them into the concrete wall (private communication).
Treatment #2 is still being advocated
(Coach Frank Pearson uses the phrase
“Frank says now!”)
Treatment #3 is a popular treatment
which seems somewhat incomplete.
Maybe if the drills were done first without a target and then with, it might be
improved. Jack Howard was a famous
recurve bowyer.
Treatment 4 offers a clicker as a “cure,”
which is a fallacy. Possibly the clicker creates
enough of a change in the shot that the necessary retraining/reprogramming can occur
more easily.

when the arrow must be loosed (“somehow”). After short practice the count can
be made by the archer.
Comments The first quotation in the Description
should put an end to the idea that target
panic is a disease associated only with
bow sights and/or compound bows as neither existed at this point. The author also
points out that an archer curing himself of
one form may fall victim to the other. He
also states confidently that “both are perfectly curable.”
I would suspect that Treatment #3
could encourage shooting “on the fly.”
The author also commented on “back
tension,” “having an angled string hand at
anchor,” “the primary force line (from pile
to point of elbow),” and “eye dominance”
and other “modern” topics, once again
showing that there is little new under the
sun when it comes to archery.
TPT #2

“Why We Miss” by Lt Col Milan E.
Elott, Date Unknown (ca 1960s)
Caveats
A mostly recurve audience is being
addressed.
Description Treatment #1 (The treatment described
was based on an anecdote told to the
author.) Draw your bow point the arrow
at a plate glass mirror or window until the
habit is broken.
Treatment #2 (This treatment was attributed to Lt. Col. Robinson of San Antonio,
TX in 1960.) Archer is not allowed to
shoot until the coach says.
Treatment #3 (This treatment was attributed to Jack Howard.)
Step 1 Draw and hold on a target without
an arrow repeatedly.
Step 2 Draw and hold with an arrow and
let down repeatedly.
Treatment #4 (This treatment was attributed to Gene Grant in an article in
Archery magazine entitled “Freezing, An
Instant Cure.”)
Step 1 Use a clicker.
Step 2 Set the clicker to correspond to the
archer’s draw length.
Step 3 Do not watch the clicker while
shooting.
Shoot this way for 10-20 days.
Comments Milan Elott was a somewhat prominent
archery coach in his day.
I do not recommend Treatment #1 as
Source
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TPT #3

“Professional and Amateur Archery
Tournament and Hunting Instructions
and Encyclopedia” by George Herter and
Russell Hofmeister, 1963
Caveats
Mostly recurve archery is addressed in
this source.
Description “There seems to be no set rule or procedure for breaking the habit except persistent practice of self-control.”
Gimmicks (will provide help
for a short time but will fail)
1. Closing your eyes until you reach full
draw and anchor are achieved.
2. Holding on a target with a drawn
arrow without shooting (repeatedly)
3. Placing a target on the side of a house
or window you definitely do not want to
shoot, then draw and hold
4. Holding on a target with no arrow on
the bow
Practices that May Help
1. Draw and hold but do not shoot every
other arrow while shooting “Should our
archery targets be moving, we doubt such
a thing as “gold fever” would exist.”
Comments George Herter was a major distributor
and manufacturer of archery equipment
in his day. Regarding the second quote, no
Source
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procedure based on this assertion has been
identified. If such a technique worked as a
target panic treatment, it is probably that
some sort of bridge program would be
needed to get back from moving targets to
still ones.
TPT #4

“The Complete Book of Archery” by
Robert Gannon, 1964
Caveats
None
Description Author suggests that one might try gadgets, e.g. a kisser button, bow sling, clicker, off beat finger tabs. They may not
actually help but being involved with a
gadget might distract you somewhat from
your “stage fright.”
Author suggests that one shoot “off
handed” for a few arrows and changing
one’s attitude to not care so much can help.
Comments None
Source

TPT #5

“The New Archery” by David F. Butler,
1968
Caveats
None
Description “Reliance upon the body’s reaction patterns is a surer hope of cure than too conscious analysis.”
Treatment
Step 1 Shoot at a close distance.
Step 2 Use a light drawing bow.
Step 3 Relax.
Step 4 Perform as a beginner would.
Step 5 Have no interest in where your
arrows hit.
Step 6 Close your eyes if you want.
Step 7 The physical patterns will soon
come back to you.
Comments The first quotation under Description is
often echoed and misconstrued by many
others that one should not think about
the topic. The recommendation actually is
to avoid overanalysis, overconcentration,
obsessively dwelling on the topic, and not
tostop thinking about it at all.
This treatment seems to focus on
refinding the feel of the archer’s shot. I
suspect that without a bridge program to
get back to shooting targets that this is
only a partial treatment.
Source

TPT #6

“Archery” by Shig Honda, M. Lammers,
and R. Newson, 1975
Caveats
Mostly focused on Olympic-style archery.
Description Target panic is characterized as “an inability to concentrate” with part of the mind
focused on aiming but another part
focused on fears.
“If you think of it as a problem, it will
never be solved. Put it out of your mind.
The more you worry, the worse it gets.
Once you relax the physical struggle, the
subconscious mind will solve it for you.”
Comments I would like to hear from anyone who
used this approach successfully.
Source

TPT #7

“Fred Bear’s World of Archery” by Various
Authors, 1979
Caveats
None
Description Suggests a clicker or a release aid be
explored as routes to curing target panic.
Comments Fred Bear generously lent his name to
many projects. This one attracted many of
the sport’s best authors.
Source

TPT #8

Source

“Understanding Winning Archery” by Al
Henderson, 1983 (republished in 2003)
Caveats
Mostly focused on recurve archery.
Description Coach Henderson felt target panic was
rooted in the fear of failure and that the
only way to “cure” it was deal with the
fear.
He recommended using a loop or ring
rather than a pin to aim with and recommended that a successful shot be visualized before each shot, followed by a shot
in which there was little to no focus on
aiming.
Comments Al Henderson was the 1976 U.S.
Olympic Archery Coach and by most
accounts possibly the best archery coach
the U.S. has produced. Coach Henderson
had target panic so bad he almost gave up
the sport but returned to shooting
through sheer bull-headed determination.
TPT #9

Source
Caveats
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“Balanced Bowhunting” by Dave Holt
1988 (the author came out with Balanced
Bowhunting II in 2004)
This is from the 1988 edition and
addresses “buck fever” which differs from
target panic in that the thrill of the hunt
Archery Focus

emotions are involved.
Description The author provides a treatment framework with four variations.
The Framework
Step 1 Shoot blank bale and blind bale
(eyes closed) at very close distances using
a lighter drawing bow, if possible.
Step 2 Relax and keep a positive frame of
mind and focus on the techniques being
used (below)
Technique 1
(Counting) once you reach full draw, you
must count to two before releasing.
Technique 2
(For Fingers Shooters) try a release aid.
Technique 3
(The Clicker) try using a clicker (there are
clickers that can be used with arrow and
broadheads.
Technique 4
(Broadhead Timer) try using a broadhead
timer, which is a device similar to a clicker but which can only be used with arrows
with broadheads. Premature releases will
damage the arrow and/or the timer.
Comments None
TPT #10

“Advanced Archery, 12 Easy Lessons” by
Thomas Whiney and Vishnu Karmakar,
1992
Caveats
None
Description The primary cause for target panic, the
author’s claim, is improper concentration
techniques. Forcing the sight pin onto the
target will result in mental resistance to
that action, for example.
Target panic happens more to sight
shooters, but no one is immune.
Temporary Fixes (Maybe)
1. Clickers
2. Having friends count
3. Holding without shooting
4. Changing bow hands
Only Real Solution
Archers must learn the art of relaxed concentration. Visualizations are used with
relaxed concentration to overcome target
panic.
Step 1 Visualize yourself shooting with
target panic.
Step 2 Accept it.
Step 3 Study it. (This takes the edge off,
makes it less mysterious.)
Step 4 Learn to visualize yourself shoot-

Source
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ing without target panic.
Comments This is the only treatment yet identified
that uses visualization of target panic
symptoms. Usually one needs to focus on
what one wants to do rather than what
one does not, but because of the mental
fears associated with target panic, this
approach may desensitize archers and
help them work through a solution.
TPT #11

“Professional Archery Technique” by Kirk
Etheridge, 1995 (republished 2009)
Caveats
Largely intended for compound archers
but also addresses recurve archers and
bowhunters to some extent.
Description (This treatment is attributed to Jimmy
Despart.)
Step 1 Draw the bow and aim at a target
and let down (30 days)
Step 2 With no sight, shoot blank bale
focusing on the feel of the shot, especially
the followthrough (30 days)
Step 3 Intermix shooting at blank bale
and at a target.
If any symptoms recur, return to Steps 1
and 2 for at least one whole practice session.
Comments This treatment is fairly widely known as
Jimmy Despart went from being a champion archer to not being able to shoot at
all back to being a champion archer (winning at Vegas, for example).
Source

TPT #12

“Traditional Archery” by Sam Fadala,
1999
Caveats
The focus is on traditional archery and
bowhunting, rather than traditional target
archery.
Description Two recommendations are made in dealing with target panic:
1. Shoot with a lighter drawing bow, at
least for a while
2. Exercise to strengthen one’s archery
muscles to give a greater sense of being in
control
Comments These seem to apply mostly to people
who are overbowed.

Source

TPT #13

Source
Caveats

“Idiot Proof Archery” by Bernie Pellerite
2001
Coach Pellerite specializes in working
with compound archers.
Continued on the Next Page
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Description This book is still in print so only a rough
description is provided. Coach Pellerite is
a devote of Len Cardinale’s approach
which requires: 1. admitting you have a
problem (not dwelling on it, just admitting it), 2. reprogramming the archer’s
shot by drilling a new or corrected shot
sequence blank bale or with various drills,
3. making the transition to shooting targets with a bridge program.
Comments This is a slight refinement of Coach
Cardinale’s approach. Both coaches have
spent a great deal of time thinking about
and working with hundreds of archers
dealing with target panic. Both coaches
emphasize the role of a shot sequence and
being totally immersed in the shot with
the conscious mind leading the subconscious through the various stages of the
shot. The primary cause of target panic is
described as trying to control two
aspects—aiming and triggering—at the
same time consciously, which creates cognitive dissonance.
See also Coach Pellerite’s and Coach
Cardinale’s videos (see elsewhere in this
catalog).
TPT #14

“Field Archery: A Complete Guide” by
Michael Hamlett-Wood, 2002
Caveats
This book is still in print (2010).
Description Author suggests that knowing that a cure
can be had goes a long way toward a cure
and suggests trying a clicker. Author also
warns of being overbowed.
Treatment #1
1. Draw with no arrow, aim at anything.
Hold at full draw for a few seconds,
counting if that will help, and let down.
Do this a few times.
2. Draw with arrow at target set at five
yards distance, do not release.
3. Use several points on target butt to
aim at. Do each in succession.
Do these exercises several times a day
for several minutes up to one half hour.
Repeat for a couple of weeks.
Treatment #2
Draw on an empty target butt, aim and
close eyes. Feel whether your body is held
straight, your shoulders are in their correct shooting positions, your feet correctly placed, your arms and hands held correctly, your hands relaxed. With your eyes

Source
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still closed, loose the arrow. Repeat until
you can hold on target and shoot with
your eyes open without symptoms of target panic.
Comments None
TPT #15

“Archery Shot Execution” by Larry
Skinner, 2004
Caveats
This book is still in print (2010).
Description The cause of target panic is the fear of
missing in that you cannot control the
thoughts that are preventing you from
concentrating on a proper shot process.
Target panic is nothing more than having
thoughts that cause an incorrect shot
sequence in your mind.
To prevent target panic, you need a
shot sequence properly executed.
Comments This seems to echo Coach Len Cardinale’s
approach (see video section).
Source

TPT #16

“Target Sanity” by Lindsey Carmichael
available
with
subscription
at
www.archeryfocus.com (2007)
Caveats
As with all web documents, one doesn’t
know how long this will be available.
Description The article’s author recommends a book
“Tapping the Inner Healer Within: Using
Thought-Field Therapy to Instantly
Conquer Your fears, Anxities, and
Emotional Distress” by Dr. Roger J.
Callahan. The author used Thought-Field
Therapy to conquer a very severe case of
target panic and went on to win a bronze
medal at the 2008 Paralympic Games.
Comments None
Source

TPT #17

“RAM Skills,” Parts 1 & 2 by Larry Wise
available with subscription at www.archeryfocus.com (reviewed in 2008)
Caveats
As with all web documents, one doesn’t
know how long this will be available.
Description In this two-part article, Coach Wise lays out
a highly detailed program for reprogramming one’s release technique. RAM stands
for Release Aid Management. Included in
the articles are all of the steps, drills, and
tools to be used.
“Take a big step and eliminate the trigger

Source
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. . . now that alone won’t cure anyone of
target panic . . . removing the trigger from
the equation begins the process of
rebuilding the sequence of conscious
mental thoughts associated with releasing
the arrow.”
Coach Wise advocates release training
with a “rope bow/string bow.” “You don’t
need a bow and arrow to practice archery
technique and your mind won’t know the
difference if you keep your eyes closed!”
When the bow is reintroduced “Correct
full draw position is an absolute must.
Adjust the bow to fit before proceeding.”
“Every shooting session must begin
with “closed eye” practice so as to constantly rebuild the proper mental/physical
associations needed for shot execution.”
Comments Larry Wise is not only a champion compound archer but a top coach and author
as well.
TPT #18

“Target Panic!” by Jay Kidwell, Ph.D. available at www.texasarchery.org/Documents/
TargetPanic/TargPan.html (reviewed in
2010)
Caveats
As with all web documents, one doesn’t
know how long this will be available.
Description Dr. Kidwell addresses target panic as a
classical conditioning (stimulus-response)
syndrome. It is not necessary that you
understand target panic to be able to cure
it, all that is needed is for the old conditioning to be overcome and new condition take its place. he offers techniques
such as Systematic Desensitization,
Thought Stopping, the Button Technique
(described in Chapter 4 of his book
“Instinctive Archery Insights”), blind bale
techniques, Multiple Target Acquisition
Technique, and Imagery Technique.
Comments None

Source

TPT #19

Alternative Sporting Services advice
pages at http://alternativess.com (Look in
“The Shooting Range”) (reviewed in
2010)
Caveats
Assumes archer shoots compound bow
with a scope.
Description Take the lens out of the scope and draw
upon at a 60cm target face at 25 meters
with no intentional aiming. Place your
finger on the trigger and feel the contact,

Source
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feel where the trigger touches the finger
and the pressure increase as you pull. The
release will go off whilst occupied with
the feel of the trigger. Repeat this four or
five times.
Do not adjust the sight or try to get
the arrows to hit in the middle, just continue the exercise to learn the feeling of
“aiming, yet not aiming.”
When you think you know what it is
like to aim subconsciously, put the lens
back in but do not use a dot or fiber optic
pin to facilitate aiming. Use a large ring
reticule instead. You do not look at the
ring, but look through it. You may need to
try a number of different sizes and/or colors to find one you like.
Comments This seems to be more of an equipment
fix than a target panic exercise. It essentially appears to be a training exercise to
accommodate a ring reticule aiming aperture. Rings have the advantage of invoking our subconscious centering subroutine
(We all like symmetry.) and show less relative motion, so where an aiming dot may
appear jittery, a ring looks more still. This
should have a calming effect on aiming.
Target Panic Treatments—
Video/Audio Sources

While there doesn’t seem to be any kind of “miracle
cure” or “quick fix” for the malady of target panic, the
treatments described below may constitute some part
of a successful treatment because it is likely that each
of the methods described was, at least in part, successful or helpful.
TPT #A

NFAA Shooter’s School, Vol 3 “Target
Panic and Shot Analysis” (VHS and DVD)
by Bernie Pellerite (Robinhood Video
Productions, Date Unspecified)
Caveats
This is still in distribution (2010) so you
are strongly urged to check out the video
for more details. This is actually part of a
three volume subset (Vol 1-Vol 3 of the six
Shooter’s School videos) that deals with
target panic. This video, actually the second half of it, puts the program together
which is why it is highlighted here.
Description All forms of target panic manifest as an
unstable and variable trigger system
directly or indirectly set in motion by the
anticipation of visual or tactile mental

Source
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stimuli.
Bernie’s students say that understanding what form of target panic they have
and why they have it makes it easier to
cure.
Step 1 Admit that you have target panic.
Step 2 Rebuild shot using proper shot
sequence on blank bale or with other
drills. This can take 30-90 days or longer.
Step 3 Use a bridge program to get back
to “normal shooting.”
Comments The key point based on the definition of
target panic is the attempt to consciously
control both the aiming and triggering
processes simultaneous, which is an
impossible task. The “cure” is to get the
triggering process to run subconsciously
(a “surprise” release of the string) while
consciously aiming.
The video includes a 21 day bridge
program with variations and various drills
one can use to reprogram the shot.
Equipment problems that can exacerbate
symptoms and block progress toward a
cure are address (especially helpful is the
first part of the video which shows several archers having their equipment, form,
and execution adjusted).
TPT #B

Master Coach Seminar Series “Mental
Keys that Unlock Target Panic,” Parts 1
and 2, (VHS and DVD) by Len Cardinale
(Robinhood Video Productions, Date
Unspecified)
Caveats
This is still in distribution (2010) so you
are strongly urged to check out the video
for more details.
Description Coach Cardinale is the godfather of
coaches learning to treat target panic. He
studied the disease extensively and has
treated hundreds of students using his
methods. Bernie Pellerite’s approach is
based upon Coach Cardinale’s with a few
modifications.
Coach Cardinale stress the use of an
empty bale (blank bale, blind bale) to
reprogram one’s shot. He also says you
can do it with a target if you wish, it will
just be that much harder.
“If you aren’t completely free to aim,
you can play, but you can’t win.”
“Execution is not “done;” it must be prepared to happen the way you want it to.”
“Things done independently come
Source
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undone during the shot. Things done as parts
of other steps do not. This is a mystery.”
(Regarding when to start the “bridge
program” between reprogramming one’s
shot and competition) “This needs to be
determined by two knowledgeable people. If by only one, the time picked is likely to be too early or too late.”
Comments Coach Cardinale is the godfather of
coaches learning to treat target panic. He
studied the disease extensively and has
treated hundreds of students using his
methods. Bernie Pellerite’s approach is
based upon Coach Cardinale’s with a few
modifications.
Coach Cardinale comments here that
an archer with poor form but who is totally immersed in his shot will probably beat
an archer who has excellent form but who
is not mentally totally immersed. The
archer with good form and is totally
immersed will beat them both. This is the
basis for archers running a strong mental
program, without fail, while they shoot.
many of Coach Cardinale’s drills and
techniques are discussed to this end.
Regarding “Things done independently
come undone during the shot. Things
done as parts of other steps do not. This is
a mystery.” This is not such of a mystery
as studies of sequential tasks shows that
over time, the effort needed to do the task
doesn’t change, just the time between the
tasks shortens as one task gets linked to
another. Steps in a shot sequence get
linked one to the next. An extra step that
gets inserted on the fly has no such links
to, in effect, hold it in place.
The last quote shows Coach Cardinale’s
experience and attention to detail.
TPT #C

Master Coach Seminar Series “Target
Panic and a Discipline Called Archery”
(VHS and DVD) by Bernie Pellerite
(Robinhood Video Productions) Date
Unspecified
Caveats
This is still in distribution (2010) so you
are strongly urged to check out the video
for more details.
Description In one volume, Coach Pellerite explains
his whole program (which was spread out
in three volumes in the Shooter’s School
series. There are also a few updates
Comments See NFAA Shooter’s School, Vol 3 “Target
Source
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Panic and Shot Analysis” and Master
Coach Seminar Series “Mental Keys that
Unlock Target Panic,” Parts 1 and 2 for
descriptions and comments.
“Most of the people who triumph over
target panic do so because they need to, not
because they want to.”
“The symptoms are not the disease; you
have to reprogram your shot sequence.”

TPT #E

“The Truth and Myth about Target
Panic” by Troy Bassham, Mental
Management Systems (www.mentalmanagement.com) 2010
Caveats
This is still in distribution (2010) so you
are strongly urged to check out the audio
program for more details.
Description This pure audio program which addresses
target panic through answering five questions:
TPT #D
1. Does target panic really exist?
Source
“Conquering Buck Fever with Sports
2. If it does exist, does it happen to
Psychology Techniques” by James A. Swan,
everyone?
Ph.D., Snowgoose Productions, 2002
3. Can target panic be prevented?
Caveats
This is still in distribution (2010) so you
4. How do you “fix” it?
are strongly urged to check out the video
5. What are the truth and myths about
for more details.
target panic?
Description Buck fever is a form of performance anxiety.
They define target panic (freezing) as a
Comments that shot gunners get the disease.
phenomenon in which the body freezes
Overcoming buck fever requires that
right before the shot, a form of anticipayou have correct equipment, especially in
tion. This can be cured through proper
not being overbowed. Dr. Swan goes
mental activities and retraining.
through a number of mental tools such as
creating a positive attitude, how to relax, Comments The Basshams (Lanny and Troy, father
and son) are rifle shooting champions
how to focus, mental imagery, having a poswho teach a mental system that applies
itive witness, and mental rehearsal along
widely to many endeavors. They have
with practical suggestions about putting all
extensive programs teaching proper menof these techniques into practice.
tal techniques including special programs
Comments Buck fever is target panic with the excitejust for archers.
ment of the hunt overlaid, so it can be
even more difficult to tackle.
Source

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Communication
The Key to Keeping Existing
Members and Attracting
New Ones
by Jonathan Miller
Communicating with Existing Members

Communication with club members is something you
need to perfect in order to getting your club running
smoothly. When you have 50+ members all needing to
know if practice is canceled or where shooting is that
week, it is imperative to get in contact with everyone
quickly, easily, and in a way that does not annoy anyone. Businesses are already able to keep in contact with
thousands of people so why not use the same technology they use to your advantage. Thankfully we have
computers, smart phones, and text messaging, but
using these communication devices to their full potential can be difficult and time consuming. By using websites, texting services, programmed emails, and special
online software you will soon be able to get in touch
with everyone you need without using phone trees or
flooding member’s email inboxes.
Use Your Website As a school club, your main vehicle of communication is a website since it is easy to
create, update, and is also searchable on Google. By
putting an update column in your website with a calendar, you can easily post where and when every practice will be so everyone who can log onto the site can
access the information. If your school is like Purdue
University, each week is different and schedules
change quickly, therefore
if you use a website as
your only communication
method, make sure that
you change the information on your site as soon as
possible to give people the greatest chance of seeing
your information in time. Since members like to know
ahead of time what their week’s schedule will be, this
way of updating information is not likely to bring in a
lot of members each week or get the information out

quickly so I recommend using a website in conjunction to other communication methods.
Use Email Email is the next logical choice to contact a large number of individuals. It is easy to send
out a mass email addressed to everyone in the club at
one time with all the information they need. What is
great about using email is you can synchronize your
emails with your calendar to automatically send out
messages/reminders saying things like “Practice is in
two days – please check online for location.” Other
things you can do with email is to tailor different
messages to various subgroups of members so, for
example, just your Traveling Team can get certain
information while the rest of the club does not. The
best reason for using email is that you have a log of
everything you have sent to everyone in your sent
folder. Once you get comfortable with sending out
mass emails you will be able to make newsletter style
emails that have a fixed format where you only need
to change a few bits of information so you do not
need to write a brand new email every time you want
to send out information. Email does have its own set
of problems too. If you need to email everyone about
shooting times then it is up to you personally to get
that email out. Emails can be so easy that you can
accidentally go overboard
and flood club member’s
inboxes and cause them
not to read the emails at
all. Finally emails can seem impersonal, so some people do not spend the time to actually look over the
email message for information specific to them. Even
though there are disadvantages to using email, it is by
far one of your greatest tools to use for communication.

Part 10 of a Series
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Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Use Text Messages Texting services that are free are
beginning to emerge for organizations. This way you
can get in touch with everyone even when they are
away from their computer with up to date information. The way it works is you sign up online to create
a group at www.tXtBlaster.com. Next have members
sign up on their cell phones by texting the group’s keyword to BLAST (25278). After members have joined
your group, you can send one text to the server and it
automatically sends the message to everyone in your
club. What is nice about using a texting service is that
information is passed phone to phone without using a
phone tree and you do not need to organize club
members’ phone numbers yourself in your own phone.
Please note that some phone plans charge based on the
messages being accepted as well as being sent, so be
sure that members will not be angry that your archery
club updates might cost them a standard messaging
rate through their phone service providers.
Another way to contact club members is via an
online-based program that puts together texting, calendars, updates, and emails into one service, but these
can cost money. For a monthly subscription, you can
log your organization onto a site that members can log
into and see all the information they need. Think of it
like your own archery blog that everyone is following.
When you change something on a calendar or in an
updates column it will automatically send out a text or
Archery Focus

email announcing the change on the website and letting members know of the details. Also what is nice
about using an online-based program is you can set
multiple people to be administrators so in case you are
unable to update the calendar yourself then someone
else can do it for you and still get the job done on time.
Whichever way you choose to contact your club is
up to you but it is your responsibility to get club information to them as quickly as possible. Unfortunately,
only a small number of archers will actually search for
information on shooting times so you will have to
deliver all important information yourself. Hopefully
by using these tools listed above you can find a way to
get information out while not spending all your time
writing emails or answering phone calls.
Keeping Existing Members
and Attracting New Ones

What is great about a college club is the constant supply of new students who are potential members for
your club. With thousands of new members available,
you need to get as many as possible to help your club
grow and prosper. Even though you are trying hard to
get new members, you cannot forget about the old
members who have helped you get to where you are
today. Balancing serving existing members and
attracting new ones can be expensive and time conContinued on the Next Page
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suming, but also fun!
Attracting new members can be
difficult. How do you get your club’s
name out to all of the students on
campus efficiently? Archery is a
sport in which you usually do not
have a problem getting people interested in trying the sport, but they
have to know you exist first. The first
thing to try is school sponsored
activity fairs where you can pass out
information and brochures to interested students. Offer a teaser of
information at a booth with a callout
date and time. By doing that you will
see who is actually interested in joining your organization and willing to
come to a following meeting to get
Having a Velociraptor to shoot at can really punch up a practice session!
more information. Take down names
and email addresses so you can contact them latter. you feel that you will not see a return. Posters are good
When creating brochures or information teaser, think because you can mass print them and place them all
of when you were looking around for clubs. What around the campus. This will create interest and get
would attract you? Try having give-a-ways or prizes or your name out to those who don’t known your club
similar items to attract people. At Purdue, we brought exists. The other thing that you can do that works
a puppy to the fair and sat him in front of the booth. extremely well is good old-fashioned chalking on the
Once you get students to a call out, use Power Point or pavement. If you haven’t already noticed, most people
other presentation programs to deliver information walk to class looking down at the ground so organizaand answer questions. Use a goodly number of photos tions put their info taped on fliers to the sidewalk.
and information on your trips and where they can go Chalk is good to break the common theme of paper on
with a little hard work and membership. You are sell- the ground and will grab the attention of those walking a service, namely archery instruction for their ing. It is cheap, easy to do, and doesn’t take up a lot of
membership dues, so make sure you are persuasive. time as long as it doesn’t rain!
If your first time interacting with new members is
Pretend you are trying to make a sale and the buyers
are the students. A problem I see all the time is pre- at a practice, it is crucial to show that your organizasentations where the presenter isn’t enthusiastic or isn’t tion is having as much fun as possible while still learnany more excited about the club than the prospective ing archery. Use balloons, fun target faces, and different archery games to show
members in front of them.
how archers are having fun
Be excited that students
while at the practices and it
want to join your club and
isn’t all just serious shootremember that they are
ing. This will intrigue new
who you are working for
members and cause them
while explaining what your
to join your organization
club can do for them.
quickly.
Don’t be afraid to
Let Your Members Do
advertise! In a previous
the Talking Let’s say you
article I talked about
already have a big club and
advertising and the things
you want to retain memyou can accomplish with
bers from one semester to
the right advertising camthe next. It is a good idea
paign. You need to spend
to keep as many shooters
money to make money, as
as possible because it is
the saying goes, so don’t be
membership income you
worried that you are
A Facebook page is easy to do and free besides. Use every channel of comspending too much on munication you can to get critical information to members, both cur- can count on for the next
semester when planning
posters or brochures unless rent and prospective.
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out expenses. Communication with your existing
members is important to see what they want in the
next semester, what you can improve upon, and what
makes them happy. Most of your advertising will be
done through word of mouth so keeping current
members happy will help you in the long run. For
instance, break up weeks of practice with a pizza party
paid by the club or rent out a party bus for the night.
During the semester, bring in new things that the
existing members can use and enjoy so they see that
their membership dues are going toward something
such as fun targets. For example, the Purdue Archery
Club recently purchased an eight foot long Velociraptor Target by Rinehart Targets (can be purchased at
www.rinehart3d.com). Even though an expense like
this may seem extravagant by some and even a waste,
it actually pays for itself by retaining members and
keeping them interested in the club, plus helping to
bring in more members. What is more fun than making a Jurassic Park scene in your archery range? (And
it looks great on a poster advertizing your club.) I’m
not saying that every club needs to buy their very own
dinosaur, but it is things like that which will keep
interest high and distinguish your club from other
clubs on campus. Other things you can buy for the
club include gift certificates for mini tournaments or
even food since every college student loves free food!
Remember that the reason why you have that money

to spend is because of your members. Don’t feel bad
when you spend the money on something that seems
extravagant, like a dinosaur, because if the members
want it, then they get it!
If you have any questions with this article or specific
questions, you can contact me at Jonkmiller984@
gmail.com.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Coaches #4
Welcome to the fourth AER Article for Coaches in Archery Focus! As mentioned in the
last issues, Archery Focus is going to have two Archery Education Resources articles, one
for students and one for coaches. We are going to try to keep the two articles on (or near)
the same topic as we expect that, as students read their articles, they may be running right
to you with questions.

Helping Them Break In
Their New Equipment
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
In the previous article, we discussed how to
help your students get their “new” gear set up.
We recommend that you consider each of these
situations as a prime “teaching moment” in that
archers need to learn at least a little about their
own equipment so they can maintain it and deal
with equipment malfunctions while shooting.
Any client who doesn’t want to know and just
wants you to “do it for them” is asking you for a
service you can charge for. It might be wise to
schedule a private lesson for students needing
such services as they can be time consuming and
trying to do this “on the fly” while running a class
may not be a good idea.
Breaking Shooting In a New Bow

Those of a certain age probably remember when
new cars needed to be “broken in” by driving
them sedately for the first 500
miles. This no longer needs to
be done for cars but some care
needs to be exercised when
first shooting a new bow. (We
don’t talk about “breaking in” a
new bow, possibly because
bows used to be quite breakable, in stead we talk about
“shooting in” a new bow.)
Shooting In a New Recurve
or Longbow Back in the days of “all wood” bows,
the “break in period” was fraught with anxiety.
One could actually break a bow while shooting it
for the first time. If a bow were stressed too
much, possibly by overdrawing it or dry firing it,

it could easily have been broken. Also, such bows
would start out feeling stiff and would only show
their final draw weight after being worked in
somewhat. So, bows were started out with partial
draws and shots made from partial draws until
the archer was satisfied the bow was performing
well. After full draw was reached safely, an archer
might then use much heavier arrows than were
normally shot to “sink in” the bow, to get it to its
final draw weight. This would fully work the
limbs and also stretch the bowstring to an initial
state that was dependable.
The reason we are telling you this is that this
does not need to be done with bows today, with
just a few exceptions, but there are enough oldtime archers around who will talk of such procedures, even though they are no longer necessary.
First, beginner’s bows are relatively light drawing
which reduces the stress upon
them. They also are made of
more modern materials (fiberglass cloth in the limbs being
the foremost innovation) that
resist such failures and draw
weight changes when first
being used. Only in the cases
of self-bows (bows made of
one thickness of wood) and
some recurve limbs are there
dangers of breaking a bow when shooting it in.
This is why we do not recommend self-bows to
beginners until they believe themselves to be
quite advanced. Instead we recommend laminated
longbows and recurves. The danger from low

“. . . but there are enough
old-time archers around
who will talk of such
procedures, even though
they are no longer
necessary.”
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draw weight recurve limbs is because these are
generally mass produced and the wood laminations making their cores are really quite thin.
Wood is a natural product that has grain and
defects that may not be noticed during manufacture. Consequently, while the fiberglass in a limb
will keep it together when it breaks, it is the core
laminations (typically wood) that determine the
structure and draw weight, and if any of those
core laminations fail, the limb fails. Since beginner recurve limbs are not a high end (meaning
expensive) item, a number of these very thin,
wood laminations do fail. Exact numbers aren’t
available as nobody is sharing their statistics.
So, in general, your beginning students with
new equipment should shoot their bows with
their normal arrows in their normal way. What
you both are looking for are:
• Signs that the bow is not set up correctly.
• Signs that some part of the bow is defective.
Signs that The Bow is Not Set Up Correctly If
the brace height is too low, the student’s bowstring will be hitting his armguard more frequently. This is not uncommon as the bowstrings
supplied with beginner bows tend to be made of
Dacron, which is quite stretchy. As the bow is
shot, the string stretches. When the bowstring
stretches, the brace height drops, and Whack! the

string hits the armguard more
often. The brace height must be
checked and rechecked during the
first couple of shooting sessions with
such a new bow. If the student can’t
remember his/her brace height, either slap
a thin address label on their bow square and
mark it off on the label or, if they don’t yet own a
bow square, slap a label on the bottom limb (out
of sight) and write the measurement there.

If a string didn’t come with the bow and the
student ordered one, we recommend they get a
“Fast Flight” string (“Fast Flight” is a brand
Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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name that has become a generic
label for a range of bow string materials). These strings cost a little
more, but they also last much longer
and they don’t stretch as much as Dacron
strings do.
It generally takes 50-100 shots to “set” the
string and “shoot in” the bow.
Signs that Some Part of The Bow is Defective If
the bow has a metal riser, listen for rattles or
other odd sounds. This may indicate that parts
are loose and, in general, if parts are loose they
will move and therefore cannot be in the places
they are supposed to be. All such loose parts must
be secured in their correct positions. Parts that
are not adjusted from time to time can be
anchored in place using a thread locker like
Locktite TM or even beeswax or nail polish.
For recurve limbs you will also want to visually inspect the limbs so they are observed to have
the same “figure,” that is shape. If one limb has a
“kink” or sharp bend in it, that is a sign that the
limb is defective. The curves should be smooth at
brace and when fully drawn.
A sign there is damage that might not be visible is if the bow’s tiller is significantly different
from the manufacturer’s specification. Typically
the distance from the bottom of the riser to the
bowstring (at a right angle) is 1⁄8˝ to 1⁄4˝ shorter
than the distance from the top of the riser to the

Beeswax, nail polish or a commercial “thread locker” like “LoktiteTM”
help to hold threaded pieces in place. Do not use on threads needed for
frequent adjustments!

bowstring (at a right angle). This is called “positive tiller” and this compensates for the limbs
being near identical in strength, but the bow’s
handle is beneath the center of the bow, essentially making the bottom half of the bow shorter
than the top half of the bow. To compensate, the
bottom limb is make ever so slightly stronger by
tightening its limb bolt (which changes the angle
of the limb to the riser bringing it closer to the
string). If the manufacturer’s recommended tiller
setting cannot be adjusted in, it is telling you one
limb is significantly weaker than the other, in
other words, one is probably defective.
Shooting In a New Compound Bow
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Compound bows should come ready to shoot
right out of the box. There is no special shooting
in that needs to be done. (Compound bows generally use “non-stretchy” string materials and
since the draw weights of beginners tend to be on
the low side, not much stretching occurs in the
strings or cables.) One precaution you can make
is to take a marking pen and place marks on the
eccentrics (or eccentric if it is a one cam bow)
where the limb aligns (top or bottom doesn’t matter, you just need to remember which or, better,
mark the top or bottom of the limb at the mark
on the eccentric). If anything stretches or gets out
of whack, those marks will change position (and
provide clues as to what is happening, but that is
a quite advanced topic). As with the other bows,
what you are looking for are:
<insert marks on eccentrics photos>
• Signs that the bow is not set up correctly.
• Signs that some part of the bow is defective.
Signs that The Bow is Not Set Up Correctly If
the bow came with a booklet that provides basic
measurements (brace height, etc.) and any of
these are off significantly, take the bow back to
Archery Focus

the shop for adjustment or repair.
Signs that Some Part of The Bow is Defective If
the bow has a metal riser (which is typical), listen
for rattles or other odd sounds. This may indicate
that parts are loose and, in general, if parts are
loose they will move and therefore cannot be in
the places they are supposed to be. All such loose
parts must be secured in their correct positions.
Parts that are not adjusted from time to time can
be anchored in place using a thread locker like
Locktite TM or even beeswax or nail polish.

are on the bow (so the arrow’s
number doesn’t distract—“Oh, my
favorite arrow; it always goes in the
center,” or “Oh, this is the one I
think isn’t grouping well.”). Such
thoughts don’t help execute shots consistently. And, while this is not particularly crit-

Shooting In New Arrows

If your arrows checked out correctly upon
inspection, they should be fine to be shot. Some
defects, though, are not visible. Some arrows in a
set are mysteriously heavy or light. Some are not
quite cracked but are flawed internally and
behave like they are cracked. What you are looking for are arrows that don’t group with the rest.
In order for your archer to tell which arrow is
which, he/she must use a marking pen to number
them so they can be identified. Most people place
the marks somewhere near the fletches (so it
won’t get rubbed off when penetrating the target)
and facing away from the archer when the arrows

Some archers put numbers on their vanes (as shown here) while others
write them on the shafts. There are even commercial stick-on arrow
number sets you can buy.
Archery Focus

Streaks or smudges on an arrow shelf were made by plastic vanes hitting the shelf and/or arrow rest. This is a sure sign that something is
not properly adjusted.
Continued on the Next Page
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ical now, we always keep the
archer of the future in mind by
helping to create habits that
won’t cause problems in the future.
Another way arrows can help
with your initial shooting sessions is by
“tells” from the fletches. If the student’s
arrows have feathers as fletches and one of the
feathers on many arrows is getting ruffled, it is
because it is hitting something. This is usually
addressed by rotating the nocks slightly to change
the feather’s positions. (If the nocks are of the
“glue on” variety this can be a pain.)
If the arrows have plastic vanes, look for
smudges on the bow’s arrow shelf and/or sight
window. If the plastic fletches hit those surfaces,
a slight smudge of plastic is left behind. Also
check the fletches for marks. As in the case of the
feathers, such “clearance problems” are addressed
by rotating the nocks slightly but you should also
check the nocking point height. If it is too low, it
will cause such fletch clearance problems.

As with all other aspects of coaching archery, the
more you learn, the more you can help!

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Archers #4
Welcome, beginning archers! This is the fourth of a series of articles provided by Archery
Education Resources for you. Each issue of Archery Focus magazine will include an article for you and an article for your coach. Much of the rest of this magazine can be helpful to you, also, so do take a look around!

Breaking Shooting
In Your “New”
Archery Gear
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER

In the previous article, we discussed how to set
up your new or “new to you” archery equipment. Now
let’s look at what to do when first shooting your new
gear!
Shooting In a New Bow

New hard shoes need to be “broken in” by wearing
them and using them gently. Similarly some care
needs to be exercised when first shooting a new bow.
(We don’t talk about “breaking in” a new bow, possibly because bows used to be quite breakable, instead
we talk about “shooting in” a new bow.)
Shooting In a New Recurve or Longbow

Back in the days of “all wood” bows, the “break in
period” was fraught with danger. You could easily
break a bow while shooting it for the first time. If a
bow were drawn too far or the string loosed with no

“Back in the days of “all wood”
bows, the “break in period” was
fraught with danger. You could
easily break a bow while
shooting it for the first time.”
Archery Focus

arrow in the bow (a “dry fire”), you could easily break
a brand new bow. Also, all wood bows would start out
feeling stiff and would only show their final draw
weight after being worked in somewhat. So, bows
were started out with partial draws and shots made
from partial draws until the archer was satisfied the
bow was performing well. After full draw was reached
safely, an archer might then use much heavier arrows
than were normally shot to “sink in” the bow, to get it
to its final draw weight. This would fully work the
limbs and also stretch the bowstring to an initial state
that was dependable.
The reason we are telling you this is that this does
not need to be done with bows today, with just a few
exceptions, but there are enough old-time archers
around who will talk of such procedures, even though
they are no longer necessary. First, your bow has a relatively low draw weight which means there is less
stress in the bow when it is drawn. Second, modern
bows include modern materials (fiberglass cloth in
the limbs being most important) that resist breakage
and draw weight changes when being used at the
beginning and then onward. Only in the cases of
“self-bows” (bows made of just one thickness of
wood) and some beginner recurve limbs is there a
danger of breaking a bow when shooting it in. (This
is why we do not recommend self-bows to archers
Continued on the Next Page
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until they believe themselves to be
quite good archers. Instead we recommend laminated longbows and
recurves.) The danger from low draw
weight recurve limbs is because these are
generally mass produced and the wood laminations (the flat strips that are glued together, that is
laminated) at their cores are really quite thin. Wood is
a natural product that has grain and defects that may
not be noticed during manufacture. Consequently,
while the fiberglass in a limb will keep it together
when it breaks, it is the core laminations (typically
wood) that determine the limb’s structure and draw
weight, and if any of those core laminations break, the
limb breaks. This doesn’t occur often, but wood laminations do fail.

quite stretchy. As the bow is shot, the string stretches.
When the bowstring stretches, the brace height
drops, and Whack! the string hits your armguard
more often. The brace height must be checked and
rechecked during the first couple of shooting sessions
with such a new bow. If you didn’t write down your
brace height when setting up your bow, get out your
notebook and write it down now! No one remembers
such things!

A small notebook is useful to write down keys things about your bow you
don’t want to memorize.

If you look closely at the limbs of a recurve bow you can see that that are
almost always made of several layers. These “laminations” make the
limb stronger and safer.

In general, when shooting your bow (new or “new
to you”) for the first time we recommend you shoot
with your normal arrows in your normal way. But you
need to be alert to look for:
• Signs that the bow is not set up correctly.
• Signs that some part of the bow is defective.
Signs that The Bow is Not Set Up Correctly For
example, if the brace height is too low, your bowstring
will hit your armguard closer to your wrist and more
often. This is because the bowstrings supplied with
beginner bows tend to be made of Dacron, which is
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If your bow didn’t come with a string and you
ordered one, we hope you ordered a “Fast Flight” bow
string (“Fast Flight” is a brand name, like Kleenex,
that has become a general label for a bunch of bow
string materials). Fast Flight strings cost a little more,
but they also last much longer and they don’t stretch
as much as Dacron strings do.
It generally takes 50-100 shots to “set” the string
and “shoot in” the bow.
Signs that Some Part of The Bow is Defective If the
bow has a metal riser, listen for rattles or other odd
sounds. This may indicate that parts are loose and, in
general, if parts are loose they will move around! All
such loose parts must be secured in their correct positions. Don’t just take a wrench and tighten screws
“real hard.” The metal used to make bow handles is
kind of soft and a steel screw can rip the threads right
out of the metal. There are also ways to keep screws
that loosen themselves from doing that, for one rubbing some beeswax or brushing some nail polish on
the threads before screwing it in place will often do
the trick. Be sure not to do this with screws/bolts that
have to be loosened often to make adjustments (like
on bow sights).
For recurve limbs you will also want to visually
inspect the limbs so they are observed to have the
Archery Focus

same shape. If one limb has a “kink” or sharp bend in
it, that is a sign that the limb is defective. The curves
should be smooth both before and after being fully
drawn.
Shooting In a New Compound Bow

Compound bows should come ready to shoot right
out of the box. There is no special shooting in that
needs to be done. (Compound bows generally use
“non-stretchy” string materials and since the draw
weights of beginners tend to be low, not much
stretching occurs in the strings or cables.) One precaution you can make is to take a marking pen and
place marks on the eccentrics (or eccentric if it is a
one cam bow) where the limb lines up (see photo at
right). If anything stretches or gets out of whack,
those marks will change position. As with the other
bows, what you are looking for are:
• Signs that the bow is not set up correctly.
• Signs that some part of the bow is defective.
Signs that The Bow is Not Set Up Correctly If the
bow came with a booklet that provides basic measurements (brace height, etc.) and any of these are off significantly, take the bow back to the shop for adjustment or repair.
Signs that Some Part of The Bow is Defective If the
bow has a metal riser (which is typical), listen for rattles or other odd sounds. This may indicate that parts

are loose and, in general, if parts are
loose they will move and therefore
cannot be in the places they are supposed to be. All such loose parts must be
secured in their correct positions. Parts that
are not adjusted from time to time can be
anchored in place using a thread locker like
beeswax or nail polish.
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An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Shooting In New Arrows

If your arrows checked out correctly upon inspection, they should be fine to be shot. Some defects,
though, are not visible. Some arrows in a set are mysteriously heavy or light which you could only tell by
weighing them. What you are looking for are arrows
that don’t group with the rest. In order for your to tell
which arrow is which, use a marking pen to number
them. Most people place the marks somewhere near
the fletches (so it won’t get rubbed off when penetrating the target) and facing away from you when the
arrows are on the bow (so the arrow’s number doesn’t
distract—“Oh, my favorite arrow; it always goes in
the center,” or “Oh, this is the one I think isn’t grouping well.”). Such thoughts don’t help execute shots
consistently.
Also, if your arrows have feathers as fletches and
one of the feathers on many arrows—the same fletch
on each—is getting ruffled, it is because it is hitting
something. This is usually fix by rotating the nocks
slightly to change the feather’s positions. (If the nocks
are of the “glue on” variety this can be a pain.)
If the arrows have plastic vanes, look for smudges
on the bow’s arrow shelf and/or sight window. If the
plastic fletches hit those surfaces, a slight smudge of
plastic is left behind. A main cause of such arrow “clearance problems” is a low nocking point height. If it seems
a little low, try raising it. If the problem goes away, problem solved. If not, ask your coach for more help.

Some archers put numbers on their vanes (as shown here) while others
write them on the shafts. There are even commercial stick-on arrow
number sets you can buy.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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